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"UNDERCUT ANCHORING ELEMENT FOR FIXING PLATES AND/OR TILES"

The present invention relates to an undercut anchoring

element for fixing plates and/or tiles, more particularly

suitable for plates and/or tiles intended for front facing of

buildings and the like.

The undercut anchoring elements for fixing plates and/or

tiles are particularly adapted to carry out those facings

using metal under-structures to which the tiles and/or plates

are anchored with means that cannot be seen from the outside;

these facings are commonly known as ventilated walls with

concealed hooking because they allow air circulation in the

gap created between facing and walls to be covered and do not

allow to see from the outside the plate fixing and supporting

elements.

The undercut anchoring elements for fixing plates

and/tiles presently known, provide for adoption of screw

anchors inserted in partially frustum conical dead holes made

on the plate rear surface. These holes are made by

sophisticated machinery, require highly skilled workers

specific and equipped drilling centres that must arrange by

means of suitable gauges, frequent and accurate checks of the

holes, because the reduced undercut anchoring surface is not

visible to the naked eye. Obviously the result is a high cost.

Another presently known anchoring element for fixing

plates and/or tiles, provides for adoption of anchors with

indented spring washers to be inserted in cylindrical dead

holes. The washers have a greater diameter than the anchor

body and when said anchor is pressed into the hole, the

washers are bent and anchored in an undercut position

constraining the washer to the plate. Also this system

requires precise holes to be made with sophisticated machinery

and highly skilled workers.

In both cases, as the plates and/or tiles used in the

facings are mainly made of ceramic gres and/or materials with

high hardness, in order to make the holes it is necessary to
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use special diamond tools knows as drills, that are expensive and not very lasting.

The undercut anchoring elements presently known moreover do not warrant any

safety in case the plate and/or tile is detached from the anchor and falls down to

the ground as a consequence of strong impacts, quakes and the like; on the rear

side of the plate a net like body of glass wool is presently applied with suitable

adhesives, preventing detachment of little pieces in case of plate breaking up.

However this solution cannot avoid the detachment of the entire plate when just

as a breaking up consequence, the undercut grip supplied by the anchors or

washers is missing.

Document US-A-4765112 discloses a method for mounting stone siding where a

clamp connecting the stone panel to a supporting structure is provided with two

clamp portions to be inserted into complementary slots made in the back surface

of the stone panel. However, the anchoring force is merely exerted by the

mechanical strength of the clamp and does not give an adequate preload of the

resistive force in the assembly stage, which is maintained even when the joint is

not stressed.

Document DE-A-1684060 is directed to a support structure for panels comprising

a complex clamp device constituted by spring brackets. The slot made in the

panel must be wider to allow insertion of the spring ends and the resistive force of

the joint is given only by the elastic module of the spring blade which is subject to

fade out over time.

The preceding discussion to the invention is intended only to facilitate an

understanding of the present invention. It should be appreciated that the

discussion is not an acknowledgement or an admission that any of the material

referred to was or is part of the common general knowledge in Australia as at the

priority date of the application.

The object of the present invention is to provide an undercut anchoring element

for fixing plated and/or tiles and the like allowing to remove said drawbacks and

safe, cheap and simple to be manufactured.
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These and other objects are attained by an undercut anchoring element for fixing

plates and/or tiles, comprising two or more laminar bodies of metal or other

material, so shaped that a portion is inserted in straight undercut dead notches

symmetrically arranged radially or orthogonally to each other on the plate plane;

the laminar bodies are of a sufficient lengths and such a shape as to project from

the notch to be directly or even indirectly joined by an interposed body of metal

and/or other material, with screws, bolts, hooks, joints, welding and the like, thus

forming a single compact and strong block; the connection of the laminar bodies is

such that each body is leaning on the edge with obtuse angle formed by

intersection of the inner plane of the straight undercut notch with the plane of the

notched plate and/or tile; by leaning on the corresponding edges of the notches,

the laminar bodies oblige the portion inserted in the straight undercut notch to

press strongly and hardly on the corresponding outer support plane, giving to the

anchoring element a strong and sturdy constraint allowing to fix the
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plate and/or tile to the facing supporting structure safely

and simply.

The advantages obtained with the present invention

generally consist in that the straight undercut notches of the

facing plates and/or tiles are made in a functional, quick and

simple way without requiring special measures, and the laminar

bodies, their joining and laying systems being simple and

elementary.

Another advantage consists in that the straight undercut

notches of the facing plates and/or tiles can be made of

variable lengths and receive laminar bodies of different size,

so as to allow to make anchoring adapted to withstand both

moderate and high loads, rationally distributed on the surface

of the plates to be fixed.

A further advantage consists in that the straight undercut

notches of the facing plates and/or tiles can be made of

variable depths, so as to allow to make undercut anchoring

elements suitable for tiles and/or plates of different

thickness.

Another advantage consists in that the laminar bodies to

be inserted in the straight undercut notches of the facing

plates and/or tiles can be made of different materials with

different mechanical characteristics of elasticity, hardness

and strength, with different thickness and/or shapes so as to

meet any design requirement, that may provide for types of

anchoring more or less elastic or rigid according to the kind

of material, size and thickness of the facing to be used.

Still another advantage consists in that the straight

undercut notches of the facing plates and/or tiles can allow

that several juxtaposed laminar bodies may be inserted in each

notch; in this way it is possible to position precisely the

laminar bodies where fixing of the plate is required, so as to

make laying easier and allow the workers to handle the fixing

operations simply and rationally.



Another advantage consists in that the straight undercut notches of the facing

plates and/or tiles can be simply made by using inexpensive and durable circular

discs that are commonly available on the market.

Still another advantage consists in that the undercut anchoring element for fixing

plates and/or tiles can comprise a block of three or more laminar bodies

distributed on the plate so that each body can be inserted in one of the three or

more straight undercut notches made radially or orthogonally on the plate plane.

In this case the anchoring force of at least three laminar bodies is transferred to a

single central body of metal and/or other material, joining the plates to each other;

the facing support structure may be fixed to said body.

A further advantage consists in that the undercut anchoring element according to

the invention is easy to be made and applied with consequent high

inexpensiveness from the point of view of both materials and labour.

Still another advantage consists in that the undercut anchoring element according

to the invention allows to interpose between the plate and the know net like

bodies of glass wool applied with an adhesive on the rear side of the plate to

avoid its breaking up, a cable of stainless steel or other flexible highly resistant

material, which in case of breaking up the plate and/or tile, prevents it from

detaching and falling down to the ground with serious risks of injuring persons

and/or damaging objects.

A further advantage of the invention provides an anchoring system for fixing

plates and/or tiles to a support structure, comprising plates or tiles, a support

structure and at least two anchoring elements comprising laminar bodies, a

portion of said bodies being inserted into straight undercut dead notches made in

said plates and/or tiles, whereby the laminar bodies are so shaped that when

inserted in the notches, they lean on the corresponding edge of the notch or in

proximity thereof with an obtuse angle, formed by the intersection of the inner

plane of the notch with the plane of the plate and/or tile, characterized in that the

portions of the laminar bodies protruding from the straight undercut notches being
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joinable so as to act as a support lever fulcrum causing the corresponding

portions of the laminar body inserted into the notches to press strongly on the

corresponding outer support plane consequently giving to the anchoring element

a strong and sturdy constraint allowing to fix the plate and/or tile to the facing

support structure.

A further advantage of the invention provides a method of anchoring plates and/or

tiles to a support structure, comprising the steps of: making straight undercut dead

notches in the rear surface of said plates and/or tiles; providing at least two

anchoring elements comprising laminar bodies according to one or more of claims

1-10; inserting a portion of said laminar bodies into said notches; joining the

portions of the laminar body protruding from said undercut notches so as to act as

a support lever fulcrum; and fixing the anchoring elements to the support

structure.

In order to make clearer understanding of the present invention, a detailed

description of the invention will now be given hereinafter as an illustrative and non

limiting example only, with reference to the accompanying drawings in which:

Fig. 1 is a schematic view of some embodiments of anchoring laminar

bodies according to the invention.

Figs. 2A and 2B are schematic sectional and/or perspective views of

preliminary works to be carried out on the facing
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plates and/or tiles to provide straight undercut notches into

which the laminar bodies are inserted.

Figs. 3A to 3E are schematic perspective and/or sectional

views of embodiments of undercut anchoring elements for fixing

plates and/or tiles according to the invention, with laminar

bodies inserted into straight undercut notches symmetrically

made on the plate plane.

Fig. 4 is a schematic view of the undercut anchoring

element for fixing plates and/or tiles according to the

invention, with laminar bodies inserted into straight undercut

notches made radially on the plate plane.

Fig. 5 is a schematic view of undercut anchoring elements

for fixing plates and/or tiles according to the invention,

with more laminar bodies inserted into the same straight

undercut notch.

Fig. 6 is a schematic view of the undercut anchoring

element of the invention, with laminar bodies inserted into

straight undercut notches made symmetrically on the plate

plane on which the anti-shattering net and the fall-safe cable

were applied.

Fig. 7 is a sequential schematic view c) of the

steps to firmly join a couple of laminar bodies inserted into

straight undercut notches made on the plate and/or tile; the

laminar bodies are joined by an interposed U profiled body.

The figures of the drawings refer to an undercut anchoring

element for fixing plates and/or tiles 2 which generally

consists of laminar bodies 1 made of stainless steel, music

wire steel or any highly resistant material. The shape of the

laminar bodies 1 is variable: said bodies may be straight 

bent 18, with a thickened portion 19, provided with holes 6 or

slots 11 and of different size. Several embodiments of the

anchoring elements are shown in Fig. i. Therefore the elements

may also have notches 25 for a spring clamping like a clip, an

upper band 26 giving elasticity to the blades, a lower rounded

profile 27 for an optimal lodgement in the notch made by the
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grinding disk 4, a hole 28 to receive a tightening screw, a

clamping obtained by spot welding 29 or a tightening support

by a standard welding 

According to the number of laminar bodies, their shape,

the arrangement on the plate and/or tile 2 and their

thickness, specific preliminary works are needed, to be

carried out on the plates and/or tiles 2, depending upon the

material of said plates, their size, weight, thickness and the

wind load to which they undergo when laid.

The preliminary works to be carried out on the plates

and/or tiles 2, to be seen schematically in the views of Figs.

2A and 2B, consist of two or more straight undercut notches 3

made by a simple disk grinding 4 of the plate and/or tile 2;

the straight undercut notches 3 can be made of variable length

and each notch may receive a portion of one or more juxtaposed

laminar bodies 1 precisely arranged at the anchoring point.

The laminar bodies 1 are so shaped that a portion is

inserted into straight undercut dead notches 3 made on the

plane of the plate and/or tile 2; a portion of said bodies

protrudes from the straight undercut notches 3 and takes such

a position that allows by means of bolts 8 and nuts 7 to join

them and obtain the undercut anchoring element 21 for fixing

plates and/or tiles; the joint of the laminar bodies 1 is such

that each body leans on the obtuse angle edge 5 formed by

intersection of the inner plane 23 of the straight undercut

notch 3 with the plane of the notched plate and/or tile 2;

leaning on the corresponding edges of the notches 5, the

laminar bodies 1 oblige the portion inserted into the straight

undercut notch to press with a force F on the corresponding

outer support plane 24, giving to the anchoring element 21 a

strong and sturdy constraint allowing to fix the plate and/or

tile 2 to the support structure of the facing 10 in a simple

and safe way.

The fulcrum at which the lever constituted by the blades

is leaning is not necessarily arranged on the edge of the
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notch made on the plate and/or tile, but may also act in

proximity of said edge. This modification is particularly

required in case where a proper bend of the blade allows to

use the same lever principle of the present invention,

although it does not act exactly on the notch edge.

The laminar bodies 1 protruding from the straight undercut

notches 3 may take symmetrical mirror divergent, crossing or

even spaced positions; in case of at least three laminar

bodies, they may be arranged even radially. In any case the

laminar bodies 1 are securely joined either directly to each

other by means of bolts 8 inserted in holes 6 of the laminar

bodies 1 and blocked by nuts 7; or by means of a suitable body

9 of metal and/or other material to which the laminar bodies

1 are securely fixed through the bolts 8. Joint of the laminar

bodies 1 causes each body to lean on the edge 5 with obtuse

angle, formed by intersection of the inner plane 23 of the

straight undercut notch 3 with the plane of the notched plate

and/or tile 2; leaning on the corresponding edges of notches

the laminar bodies 1 oblige the portion inserted into the

straight undercut notch to press with the force F on the

corresponding outer support plane 24 so as to give to the

undercut anchoring element 21 for fixing plates and/or tiles a

sturdy and strong constraint allowing to fix the plate and/or

tile 2 by means on bolts 14 and nuts 15 to the metal support

structure 10 in a simple and safe way.

Fig. 3A shows a metal profile with trapezoidal section 9

inside which a screw with nut 7 is lodged, that once tightened

on the blades 1 arranged along the two inclined surfaces,

provides for their secure joint. The principle of the

anchoring system is still the same.

In applications on plates and/or tiles 2 provided with

rear net like webs 22, previously applied with an adhesive on

the rear side of the plate to avoid its breaking up, a cable

16 of flexible steel can be inserted with its ends fixed to

the body 9 by bolts 17 and interposed between the plate and/or
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tile 2 and the net like body 22; in case of breaking up and detachment of the plate

and/or tile 2, the flexible cable 16 provides for holding the broken up plate and

preventing its falling down to the ground.

While the present invention was described and illustrated according to

embodiments given as non limiting examples only, it will be apparent to persons

skilled in the art that various modifications to shape, details, orientations may be

made without however falling outside its objects and scope.

Throughout the specification, unless the context requires otherwise, the word
"comprise" or variations such as "comprises" or "comprising", will be understood to

imply the inclusion of a stated integer or group of integers but not the exclusion of

any other integer or group of integers.
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The Claims Defining the Invention are as Follows

1. An anchoring system for fixing plates and/or tiles to a support structure,

comprising plates or tiles a support structure (10) and at least two

anchoring elements comprising laminar bodies a portion of said bodies

being inserted into straight undercut dead notches made in said plates

and/or tiles whereby the laminar bodies are so shaped that when

inserted in the notches they lean on the corresponding edge of the

notch or in proximity thereof with an obtuse angle, formed by the

intersection of the inner plane (23) of the notch with the plane of the plate

and/or tile characterized in that the portions of the laminar bodies (1)

protruding from the straight undercut notches being joinable so as to act as

a support lever fulcrum causing the corresponding portions of the laminar

body inserted into the notches to press strongly on the corresponding

outer support plane (24) consequently giving to the anchoring element a

strong and sturdy constraint allowing to fix the plate and/or tile to the facing

support structure 

2. The anchoring system according to claim 1 characterized in that said laminar

bodies are made of metal and/or other highly resistant material.

3. The anchoring system according to claims 1 and 2 characterized in that the

laminar bodies may have a bent (18) or straight (20) profile and/or a

thickened portion (19).

4. The anchoring system according to claims 1 to 3 characterized in that the

laminar bodies may be provided with holes and/or slots (11).

The anchoring system according to claims 1 to 4 characterized in that the

straight undercut notches are symmetrically mirror, radially or orthogonally

arranged on the plate plane.



6. The anchoring system according to claims 1 to 5 characterized in that the

portions of the laminar bodies protruding from the straight undercut

notches are so shaped that they may be joined or arranged parallel,

transversally or slantly to each other.

7. The anchoring system according to claim 6 characterized in that the portions

of the laminar bodies protruding from the straight undercut notches are

securely joined through bolts and nuts or by joints or welding, said

welding being carried out by spot welding and the like.

8. The anchoring system according to claims 1 to 5 characterized in that the

portions or laminar bodies protruding from the straight undercut notches

are so shaped that between the laminar bodies a body of metal

and/or other material is interposed, to which said laminar bodies are

securely fixed through bolts or other means such as joints or welding.

9. The anchoring system according to claims 1 to 8 characterized in that the

straight undercut notches are obtained by simple disc grinding of the

plate and/or tile 

The anchoring system according to claims 1 to 9 characterized in that each

straight undercut notch has a variable length and may receive one or more

juxtaposed laminar bodies precisely arranged at the anchoring point.

11. The anchoring system according to claims 1 to 10 characterized in that the

plates and/or tiles are provided with rear net like webs (22) previously

applied with an adhesive on the rear side of the plate to avoid its breaking up.

12. The anchoring system according to claim 11 characterized in that between

plate and/or tile and the net like body (22) a cable of stainless steel (16) or

other flexible material may be inserted, the ends of said cable being fixed to

the laminar bodies or joining body said cable in case of breaking up of
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the plate and/or tile holding the broken up plate preventing it falling down

to the ground.

13. A method of anchoring plates and/or tiles to a support structure, comprising

the steps of: making straight undercut dead notches in the rear surface of

said plates and/or tiles providing at least two anchoring elements

comprising laminar bodies according to one or more of claims 1-10;

inserting a portion of said laminar bodies into said notches joining the

portions of the laminar body protruding from said undercut notches so

as to act as a support lever fulcrum; and fixing the anchoring elements to the

support structure.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein the plates and/or tiles are provided with

rear net like webs (22) previously applied with an adhesive on the rear side of

the plate to avoid its breaking up.

The method of claim 14, wherein between plate and/or tile and the net like

body (22) a cable of stainless steel (16) or other flexible material may be

inserted, the ends of said cable being fixed to the laminar bodies or joining

body said cable in case of breaking up of the plate and/or tile holding

the broken up plate preventing it falling down to the ground.

16. An anchoring system as substantially herein described with reference to the

drawings.

17. A method of anchoring plates substantially as herein described.

Dated this twenty fourth day of July 2003

Networking Business Company
Applicant

Wray Associates

Perth, Western Australia

Patent Attorneys for the Applicants
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